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C++ Developer
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Company: Dotlinkers

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Our customer, a US-based premier provider of software engineering, software

enablement, and digital transformation advisory services to clients across North America,

Europe, Asia, and Australia is looking to expand its team.

We are looking for an experienced C++ Developer for the international team developing a big

Warehouse Management System (WMS) for the MFR – Material Flow system.

The goal of the system is to automate the goods processing within a warehouse. It includes

placement, picking, and other supplementary processes. The solution covers all types of

warehouses from completely manual to 100% automated and robotized, operating 24/7 and

supporting various kinds of storage conditions such as low-temperature storage, high-bay

storage, etc. The C and C++ languages are used in the project (C# is used for the

configuration interface)

What you will do:

Participate in customer offers estimations

Join Kick-Off Meetings to estimate deadlines

Analyze and define Interfaces and integrate them into the documentation

Set up Projects in WinCVS/SVN

Write a new code as well as use the previous implementations

Testing integration and communication with custom-developed tools
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Carry out commissioning onsite or remotely using RDP

Work on installing and testing software during the implementation. The implementation can

take place at the weekends but it will be compensated in your paycheck or by additional days

off

Handover the installation to the Remote Support Team After the implementation

Fix bugs raised through the Remote Support Team’s Tickets

What skills are needed from you:

3+ years of experience with C++

knowledge and readiness to work with old C++ 98 (even if you have never worked with C++

98 but you are not afraid of doing it – it is ok. C++ 98 is just a limited version of the

contemporary C++)

You have experience with Windows, WinCVS, and SVN

You are able to work with Quality Assurance tools and you are caring about QA

Experience in Intralogic is a plus

You have a proactive attitude when facing challenges

You work independently as well as a member of an international team

You have English on a professional level

You are able to travel through the EU without any limitations

You are able to speak German more or less fluently

What we can offer:

Flexible working hours

Freedom to choose the type of contract

Remote work

A great team of professional and creative engineers, who are empowered to share their



experience and knowledge

International projects, which are market leaders

About Development: we value the professional growth of our employees, that’s why you

will have an opportunity to attend different types of training, conferences, and language

courses

Apply Now
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